
Assemble the outer part of the electronic lock screwing it to the other mounting plate at the internal side of the door with four M4

screws. Insert the antenna cable through the door.
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Insert the outer posts in

appropiate screwed holes of

the outer plate in accordance

with the mortise lock´s holes.

To improve assembly

performance an extra post can

be used in upper hole (requires

drill).

Simpler chance is to use just a

self-tapping screw at the inside.

Choose the correct

hand of the handle

by pushing in this

hole with a thin

screwdriver.

Assemble the outer

handle following

these four steps.

Assemble the internal part of the electronic lock on the inner mounting plate.  place

the antenna

cable

carefully

betwen the

inner plate

and the

electronic

scutcheon,

and avoid

pintching it.

Use the two M4 L=8 mm

screws and the washers.

Screw the clutch in the inner part of

the electronic lock  keeping "up"

label on top while inserting it in the

outer part.

Follow

these

steps to

install the

thumbturn

plate and

the

cylinder on

the door.

Use the two

M4 L=8 mm

trilobular

screws.



Connect the antenna plug an then put the 3xAAA batteries. Watch the polarity.

Put the internal cover, thumbturn and handle.

Check the lock.

Assemble the inner

handle and the

thumbturn following

these steps.

Place the

internal

cover and

screw it

with the

two M4 L=8

screws.

If green led is on, the latchbolt

has to withdraw when turning

the outer handle.

Approach the card to the reader

of the electronic lock.

First plug the

antenna before

putting the

batteries.

After the antenna

is pluged put the

batteries.
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